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WHY
CHOOSE
RULER
STEEL
When you contract with Ruler Stell Erection for your next
project, you can be assured that you are working with a
company that has a wide variety of capabilities, equipment, and experienced professionals. For more than 20
years, we have been providing our client and partners
with unsurpassed customer service and a commitment
to meet every challenge with a can-do approach. Let us
show you why our clients choose us over and over again.
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Building on 20 years of experience.

Safety and Training
Statement of safety policy
In juries and illness arising from the work place are an undesired consequence of work
activity that causes personel loss and suffering to the worker and productive and ﬁnancial
losses to the company. It is, therefore, important that every employee has the company
goal is to continually eliminate potential causes of accidents. Each employee has the right
to a safe and healthful work place. With this goal in mind, the company feels that both
employee and employer must make a commitment collectively and individually. We must
daily renew our pledge to work in such a way as to assure the safety and well-being of
those who work around us and ourselves.
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Technology and engineering
Ruler Steel’ s experienced, professional engineers,
draftsmen, and detailers provide clients with 3d
modeling and detailed drawings and layouts. SSE is
committed to investing in the most state of-the-art
software and equipment resulting in extremely reliable
renderings and blueprints.

ASME Code Vessels
Bulk Material Handling Systems
Banana Screen Systems
CAD Software Desing Systems
AutoCad
Belt Analyst
Inventor
STAAD.Pro
Tekla Structures
Centrifugal Fan System
My Project
Conveyor Systems
Handrails & Walkways
Manufacturing Plant Buildings
Microsoft Project
Nu Bert
Professional Full Time - CWI Inspectors
Professional Full Time - Engineers (PE)
Professional Full Time - ICC Inspector
Quote Software
Stair Towers
Structural Steel
Structural Upgrades

Desing are to the

lateset construction
codes of the AINS, ASME, and ICC standarts.
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Desing
and build
expertise

The Ruler Steel desing/build process pulls
together the building owner, general
contractor, architect, and specialty
subcontractors into a cohesive team with
SSE as the team leader. By communication,
and performance.
The SSE Desing/build process minimizes
cost and saves time because all parties
accept the project’s desing and direction
prior to construction beginning. Simply put,
this up-front agreement leads to less
confusion during the execution of the
contract.
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As an authorized distiributor of
Chief pre-engineered buildings,
our clients rely on us for
innovative and custom building
solutions. Ruler Steel’s will
desing, engineer, fabricate, and
build most any archiectural
speciﬁcation.

Pre-engineered buildings
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General construction
Our clients rely on Ruler Steel for providing all material,
labor, equipment, and complete turkey con-struction,
pre-engineered buildings, foundations, steel and
miscellaneous steel, material handling systems,
emergency repairs, and process piping.
The SSE professipnal team works extensively in the
power generation, steel, coal, petroleum, paper,
indus-trial
manufacturing,
transportation,
water/wastewater, and chemical industries. This
diverse bacground demonstrates the scope of
Somerset Steel’s broad knowledge, experience, and
capabilities.
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Building on 20 years of experience.

concrete forming
and placement

The employees of Ruler Steel
are highly skilled and trained
in
the
forming
and
placement of concrete. It
takes
precision
and
craftsmanship to gurantee
that the placement of the
concrete is done to exacting
standarts and speciﬁcation.
At Ruler Steel, we have a
proven track record for
expert performance and
quality htah our clients have
come to expect.
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Structural steel and
metal fabrication

Our certiﬁed AISC fabricatiion
facalities are equipped with the
latest
technologies
and
equipment. The facilities are fully
manned and equipped to fabricate
structural steel, plate work, chutes,
bins, ductwork, and miscellaneous
steel. Our paint coating facility can
shot blast paint per your
speciﬁcations.
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Structural
steel erection

At Ruler Somerset Steel, we supply all
the equipmet, man power, tools and
transportation to erect the customers
buildings and supporting components.
We are a certiﬁes AISC erector with
procedures that assure a safe and
quality product for our customers.
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process piping
fabrication and erectiion

Complex piping systems do not
intimidate the team at Ruler
Steel. Although many aspect can
be challenging, we have the
expertise and knowledge of our
software programs to provide
schematic
dia-grams
and
documenst needed to take into
account the material passing
through
pipes,
pressure
require-ment, and the type of
construction material best suited
for each application prior to
fabrication and erection.
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Our projects range in various
sizes. The challenging and
complex industrial projects
are what SSE thrives on, from
setting
pressure
duct
collection systems to 300 ton
presses and large material
han-dling projects.

Heavy rigging

material handling
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